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FROM HARRY S TO GEORGE W.: GERMAN–
AMERICAN RELATIONS AND AMERICAN PRESIDENTS

Robert Gerald Livingston

Germany lay at the center of United States foreign-policy making during
most of the forty-five years following World War II, on three occasions at
the very center, where presidents decide, and all three related to Berlin: in
1948 and 1949, during the American–British airlift; in 1961 and 1962, when
the Berlin Wall was built and Nikita Khrushchev deployed his missiles in
Cuba; and in 1989 and 1990, when the Wall fell and Germany reunited.
Those decades are contemplated nowadays in America with nostalgic sen-
timent, as a good time of close alliance when, as the German–American
historian Fritz Stern has written, America’s leaders were willing to give
Germany “a second chance” after Nazism, a chance that the Germans in
the west seized with alacrity, hope, and energy, and with a gratitude and
loyalty that sometimes verged on subservience.

The Germany of 2001 has changed beyond all recognition from the coun-
try of 1945. For one thing, the United States today deals with a united Ger-
many, no longer the stunted West Germany that, in the words of one of its
chancellors, was at best “an economic giant but a political dwarf.” For a
variety of reasons today’s Germany is becoming politically more distant
from the United States, its primary foreign policy focus the European Union
(EU). That of the United States has been shifting toward the Middle East,
the Persian Gulf, the Caspian Sea, Southwest Asia, and the Pacific, where
old dangers and new enemies and rivals lurk.

Defeat and Rehabilitation: 1945–1953

Never, even today, has the disparity in power between the United States
and Germany been greater than after General Dwight D. Eisenhower’s in-
fantry crossed the Rhine River in the spring of 1945: America gloriously
triumphant and its homeland untouched by war; Germany utterly defeated,
its government defunct, its cities and industries destroyed, its people, who
had backed Hitler to the very end, despised throughout Europe and at their
conquerors’ mercy.

With that American drive to do right while being righteous the United
States prevailed on its wartime allies, the British, French, and Soviets, to
arrange legal, not vengeful, punishment for the Nazi leadership. American
jurists took the lead at the ensuing war-crimes trials in Nuremberg, a city in
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the American Zone of Occupation and one that had been a favorite of the
Nazis. To a greater degree than their allies, too, the Americans considered
it a mission to denazify, re-educate, and remake Germany under occupa-
tional tutelage into a decent democracy.

Already by 1946 the punitive phase was coming to an end; and by 1948
American officials had begun pushing Germans in the western part of the
country to revive the economy and set up a separate state. Anxieties aris-
ing out of rapid and sometimes brutal communist assertions of political
control in the eastern zone, the Soviet Zone of Occupation, and in the coun-
tries under their influence to the east of Germany lay behind this policy
change.

Henceforth, to say that Germany was central to American policy meant
only West Germany (and the western sectors of Berlin occupied by the
Americans, British, and French), which became the Federal Republic of
Germany (Bundesrepublik Deutschland), adopting a democratic constitu-
tion (the Grundgesetz) in 1949. Unity between the two parts of the country
was incorporated into that document as a political goal but one that during
the 1950s became relegated to an indiscernible future. The Federal Repub-
lic, the bigger and more dynamic part, asserted itself as the only legitimate
German state (and also the only legal successor to Hitler’s Reich)—a view
completely supported by the United States, which had nothing officially to
do with the other German state, the communist German Democratic Re-
public (GDR), until 1974.

Among the Soviet moves that caused anxiety in the West was a block-
ade imposed in 1948 on the land and waterway routes to Berlin, which lay
deep within the Soviet zone. President Harry S Truman directed the orga-
nization of an airlift to supply the city, which lasted nearly a year. The drama
of this first Berlin crisis first drew Americans’ attention to the city and the
spunky Berliners. His role in dealing with the crisis helped Truman win the
election in 1948. The city took on—and retains to this day—a dispropor-
tionate aura in the United States’s relationship with Germany.

United States relations with modern Germany have been shaped until
recently by wars: World Wars I and II and the Cold War, of course, but also
the Korean War of 1950–3. Following communist power grabs and pres-
sures in Europe of the late 1940s, the North Korean invasion of the south
raised concern in Washington to new heights. The fear was very real at the
time that the North Korean thrust was but a prelude, that East Germany
might be a similar staging area from which an attack would be launched
against the weak American, British, and French armies occupying West
Germany. The strategists’ conclusion? German soldiers and industrial power
were needed immediately if an effective defense were to be mounted against
such danger.
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This is why the United States became so ready so soon to forgive and
forget what Nazi Germany had done. It became the principal champion of
West Germany’s rehabilitation, encouraging it to rearm and ally itself with
the United States. This policy accorded with the Wilsonian missionary strain
in American foreign policy. Moreover, it appealed to Americans’ desire to
feel good about our undertakings abroad: West Germany redeemed from
pride and sin by American Marshall Plan generosity and transformed into
democracy thanks to American re-education and influence in framing its
new constitution. During this period public discussion of Germany in the
United States, even among American Jews, largely passed over in silence
the Nazis’ crimes, surprising as this may seem from the perspective of the
1980s and 1990s, when the Holocaust has been endlessly recalled, exam-
ined, and debated.

Joining the West: 1953–1969

The Federal Republic (and West Berlin) was central to U.S. policy making
in the 1950s and early 1960s for one simple reason: It was, until Vietnam,
the chief battleground of America’s worldwide struggle against commu-
nism. Those of us who served there at the time felt ourselves to be on the
Cold War’s front line. As many as 250,000 American troops were stationed
in Germany at times, far more than anywhere else abroad. The U.S. Em-
bassy in Bonn, West Germany’s seat of government, was the largest in the
world until Vietnam. Beginning with John F. Kennedy, every American presi-
dent has paid a well-publicized visit or two to Germany, usually to Berlin.

West Germany was governed until 1969 by conservatives ready to over-
ride public opposition and rebuild German military might, despite the mis-
givings of European neighbors. The Federal Republic became America’s
main foreign bastion against the Soviets. It cemented its alignment with a
United States whose own anticommunist traditions reached back to the
1920s and attained new intensity as McCarthyism gripped the country. For
Germans, although this was unspoken, the fight against Soviet commu-
nism represented a continuation of Hitler’s campaign against Bolshevism.

With American patronage West Germany became a member of the U.S.-
led North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1955; and with Ameri-
can encouragement it joined with France, Italy, and the Benelux countries
in the European Community (later transformed into the EU) two years later.
In little more than ten years after World War II, Germany found rehabilita-
tion and regained respectability through its integration into these multilat-
eral Western organizations.

How could the former enemy so easily and rapidly manage to become an
ally? First, vital interests—in the case of West Germany existential ones and per-
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haps in the case of the United States also—coincided seamlessly. In the atmo-
sphere of the Cold War no American president could contemplate “losing” Ger-
many to communism. Even those who, like Eisenhower or Kennedy, were will-
ing to make some concessions to the Soviets in order to defuse tensions around
Berlin understood the centrality of Germany to the U.S. position in the world.

Second, so long as “hard” issues such as military security dominated
the American foreign-policy agenda, the strategic value of a German bas-
tion could scarcely be denied. Economic, trade, and other “soft” issues were
automatically and quite naturally subordinated to defense in those days.

Third, the American political leadership of the time was oriented toward
Europe. The three postwar presidents had all had personal European experi-
ence: Truman as an artillery captain in World War I, Eisenhower as supreme
commander of Western allied forces in World War II, and Kennedy as the col-
lege-age son of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s ambassador to London. Policy making
was in the hands of “wise men,” charter members of the East Coast establish-
ment such as Dean Acheson, John Foster Dulles, George Kennan, and John
McCloy, many with links to Germany going back to the 1920s or 1930s.

And fourth, America at that time was still a country of immigrants from
Europe who could understand the case for engagement there. As late as 1960
Germans ranked number one among groups of foreign-born Americans.

Americans’ attention was drawn again to Germany after 1958, when
Khrushchev posed an ultimatum that seemed designed to push the West
out of Berlin. The new Berlin crisis continued for nearly five years, taking
on a very personal aspect for Kennedy after his meeting with Khrushchev
in the early summer of 1961. The situation climaxed with the building of
the Wall in 1961 and the Cuban Missile Crisis the next year. (The tapes of
Kennedy’s Excom meetings during October 1962 show how directly re-
lated Cuba was to Berlin, with the participants believing that Khruschev’s
objective with the Cuba deployment was to force the United States out of
Berlin.) However, Kennedy’s acceptance of the Wall made it absolutely, if
for some Germans painfully, clear—as had American passivity at the time
of an uprising in East Germany in 1953—that U.S. involvement and protec-
tion extended to West  Germany (and West  Berlin) only, that it would run
no risks for German interests in the east, much less for reunification.

Dealing with the East: 1969–1990

Kennedy came into office intent on improving relations with the Soviet
Union, an objective that caused uneasiness on the part of the conservative,
anticommunist Federal Chancellor Konrad Adenauer. As a result, relations
between Washington and Bonn hit a postwar low point during the early
1960s. Another prominent German for whom Kennedy’s policy, particu-
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larly his unwillingness to challenge the dividing line through Berlin, was
painful was the city’s young Social Democratic mayor, Willy Brandt. He
concluded that if steps were to be taken to overcome the division, they
would have to be small ones and be taken by Germans on their own.

When Brandt became federal chancellor in 1969 he launched his
Ostpolitik (Eastern policy). Its immediate aim was to build relations with
the Soviet Union first and then with Poland; the longer-term aim was to
connect in as many ways as possible with East Germany, hopefully to pro-
duce an intertwining of institutions and an increase in travel and commu-
nication between the two Germanies that would eventually create condi-
tions conducive to breaking down the division of the country. By 1974
Ostpolitik was looking very good. When the Christian Democratic Union
(CDU) regained power under Helmut Kohl eight years later, it continued
the policy and even extended it, inviting the head of the GDR to Bonn in
1987 for what was a state visit in everything but name.

President Richard M. Nixon and his German-born national security
adviser Henry Kissinger were initially distrustful of a policy initiated not
by America’s old friends in the CDU but by the Social Democrats with whom
official Washington had had less to do over the years. Did Brandt’s attempt
to edge the Federal Republic closer to the GDR presage a revival of Ger-
man unitary nationalism? Would Ostpolitik conducted autonomously by
Brandt undermine Nixon’s own policy of détente with the Soviet Union?
Those were the sort of questions asked in Nixon’s White House. As Ostpolitik
started to look successful, Nixon and Kissinger lent it grudging support
and worked to coordinate it with their own policies toward the Kremlin.

Kohl reaped the ultimate benefit from Ostpolitik when in 1990 a much-
changed Soviet Union, Poland, and other communist states of Eastern Eu-
rope agreed to German reunification and when the German–German inter-
twining promoted by the policy helped bring about the peaceful turn of
East Germany toward the Federal Republic.

During the entire Cold War the Federal Republic was existentially de-
pendent on the United States. Its very capital, Berlin, was held in trustee-
ship for Germany by the Americans, British, and French, giving the three
much potential leverage in German politics. Forbidden nuclear weapons
and with its army completely integrated into NATO’s operational struc-
tures, West Germany could not contemplate much less carry out any inde-
pendent military action. Its NATO and EU memberships constrained it
politically.

German governments did not see these factors necessarily as handi-
caps. Rather, their foreign ambitions strictly limited for a long time to re-
establishing Germany’s respect and presence in the West and later the
East, they regarded America’s leading role in NATO and its presence in
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Berlin as commitments binding the United States firmly to the Federal
Republic and limiting its ability, about which Bonn was sometimes uneasy,
to deal with the Soviet Union about German matters over the West Germans’
head. At the core of American commitments was the guarantee to protect
West Germany, if need be with nuclear weapons. For Bonn the disadvan-
tages and handicaps, relegation of reunification to never-never land and fi-
delity to the United States, were a small price to pay for that protection.

Reunifying and Looking to Europe: 1990–2001

During the 1970s and particularly with the end of the Vietnam War, which
had diverted Washington’s attention from Europe, German–American re-
lations stabilized. Both countries were now intent on developing a network
of arms-control and other treaties with the Soviet Union and its satellites.
The differing personalities of President Jimmy Carter and Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt led to an abrasiveness between them, although their poli-
cies toward the East were generally in alignment. In the 1980s the arrival of
the conservative administrations of Helmut Kohl and Ronald Reagan
brought a new closeness, although the peace movement in Germany, suc-
cessor to the anti-Vietnam War protestors of earlier years, reflected wide-
spread anxiety about Reagan’s large military buildup and his sometimes
bellicose rhetoric.

The big payoff for the long-time official German support for American
strategies came in 1990, when President George Bush and the United States
lent almost unconditional support to the cause of German unification. Brit-
ish Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, French President François Mitterand,
and Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev would dearly have blocked it, had
they been able.

The United States by 1990 had every reason to be satisfied with the
results of its German policy since the establishment of the Federal Republic
forty-one years earlier. Far away, across the Atlantic, three times bigger than
even the united Germany and disposing of military power unmatched (fol-
lowing the Soviet Union’s collapse) by any ten nations combined, the United
States could accept Germany’s reunification with equanimity. Not so the
other countries of the new Europe, where the united Germany, at a popula-
tion of eighty-two million, was all at once nearly half again as big as France
or Britain. Fears abounded there and elsewhere in Europe of a “Fourth
Reich,” a Germany ready to assert dominance once again and to act alone if
necessary to gain it.

For more than a decade now, these fears have proven groundless. The
so-called Berlin Republic has turned out to be the Bonn Republic simply
writ a bit larger. Its values of democracy, self-restraint, and political mod-
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esty are those of pre-1990 West Germany. Nothing like a Fourth Reich has
emerged. Rather than insisting on greater national independence, Germany
has been hiving off ever bigger chunks of its sovereignty to the European
Union. Both Kohl and his successor, Gerhard Schröder, have made it clear
that the future they see for Germany is a European one. Under both Kohl,
who remained chancellor for sixteen years, and Schröder, who was elected
in 1998, Germany has urged the transfer of still more member states’
competences to the EU and more power for the Union at the states’ ex-
pense. Germany prefers to bring its increased weight to bear through the
EU, not unilaterally.

German unification, which had commanded Washington’s attention,
had hardly been consummated in 1990 when George Bush, the father of the
current president, shifted all attention away from Europe to the Persian
Gulf in early 1991. That timing dramatically illustrated a displacement of
foreign policy attention and engagement toward other regions of the world.
Dangers there may be in Europe—as the Balkans since 1990 amply demon-
strate—but for America (if not for Germany and Europe) they are minor
ones. Gone is the Soviet threat, which kept America so intimately linked
with the Federal Republic for all those years after 1945.

Where from Here?

Perspectives have of course long differed—the United States’ is global,
Germany’s is European—but now they are diverging more. Interests coin-
cided during the Cold War, but now they coincide less. Common values,
incessantly praised by politicians in both countries as the bedrock of the
alliance, remain, but those that are not shared are getting more attention.

For President Bill Clinton and his successor, George W. Bush, Germany
is becoming much like any other advanced industrial country overseas.
Common interests remain, of course, but they no longer are vital ones from
a security point of view. Economic, trade, environmental, and other dis-
putes suppressed during the Cold War now bedevil the relationship more
frequently. Germany finds its interests best protected in such cases by main-
taining solidarity with the other members of the EU, which has been ac-
quiring real authority and greater self-confidence since the Maastricht Treaty
was signed ten years ago.

During Clinton’s two administrations America’s willingness to join with
its NATO allies in peacekeeping and peace-enforcing operations in the
Balkans and to pursue arms control diplomacy, to which Berlin always at-
taches great store, kept Germany and America in close alignment. Bush’s
new team seems inclined to interpret U.S. interests narrowly and to make
clear a readiness to pursue them forcefully and also unilaterally if need be.
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It has indicated a lack of interest in a number of basic arms-control treaties
to which the United States has been adhering for years. This has caused un-
easiness in Berlin, for Germany during the forty-one years of the Bonn Re-
public became accustomed to multilateralism and cautious incrementalism
within NATO and the EU in pursuing its objectives. Within days after his
arrival, the new German ambassador to Washington put the United States
on notice that Europe would expect it to accept such principles as integra-
tion, multilateral arrangements, and treaties that “make our lives secure.”

There may well be more frictions between the Bush administration and
the Schröder government because less ideological affinity exists for the cen-
ter–left coalition in Berlin with a markedly conservative Republican one in
Washington than did with Clinton’s Democrats. Still, Germany, more than
any other EU member, has a fundamental interest in the United States re-
maining a European power. Were it not engaged in Europe, then German
power would be all too conspicuous and certain to induce coalitions against
it. America in Europe once protected a weak West Germany. Now it pro-
tects a strong united Germany as well.




